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ABSTRACT

An inner product is defined on a commutative seinisimple Predict (^-algebra

A. Several conditions coiiceriiinR the completeness of the result ant inner prod-

uct space A-2 an: established. Furthermore, a necessary condition is investi-

gated under which /la is shown to he incomplete. Also, it. is proved that each

maxima,! ideal M of A with ML £ {(>} is Aj-closed and A = M <1) M1.
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1 Introduction and Preliminaries

For all the related concepts and properties not explicitly given here, we refer

to [3]. However, for the sake, of completeness, we recall some definitions and

basic facts needed in the sequel. It. is assumed throughout tins paper that the

algebra under consideration is over the field, C, of complex numbers and the

lopological space is Hausdorff.

By a. locally mnlttpUcjitivcly convp.x (:h>ir) algebra, we mean a topologie.nl

algebra A whose topology is defined by a directed family {p f l} : <l £ I, <>t

subinultiplii jitive seminorms. An frnc algebra A with an involution * satisfying

the C**-coiniition ])lt(:n*T.) = p,,(x)2 for nil x G A. a € !, is said to be an fine

C'-ulgebra. A unital topologir.nl algebra A is called a Q-;dg<^bra, if the set. of

ail its regular elements is open in A.

CJiven •). unital Freehct Q-nlgdmi A, the spectrum of every X € A is a non-

empty compart subset of tC, hence the spectral radius r(:i:) of x is finite for

every j: £ A ((f. [3, I'roiiositioti 1.2, ]>. GO]). We denote the set of ail nou-nc.ro

multiplicative linear fuuctionals on A by A. We assume that A is non-empty

and separates points of A. We note that each / £ A is continuous. We endow

A with Gelfand topology, i.e., the induced ^'-topology from weak topologieal

dual .4* of A. It is well-known that A is compact [3, Theorem 1.4, p. 187].

We note that (.lie Gelfand transform j: of .r deliucd by x(f) = f(x), / G A, is

a continuous function.

Recall that radunl nf A. rud A, is the set f] kerf. If raAA = {<)}, then A

is said to be sviiiiiimph:.

A R'ei 'het algebra. A with an involution * is caJled sffminririi' if v + x'x is
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invertible for all x 6 A. It is woll-known that A is symmetric if and only if

/(.T*) = J{x), for all / £ A, x € A [2, Lemma 6.4, p. 25].

The basic aim of this paper is to define an inner product on a commutative

seniisimple Frechet Q-algebra A by means of a probability measure on A and

to investigate its basic, properties. The resultant inner product space, denoted

by A-i, is shown to be a topological algebra. If, in addition, A is symmetric

then it is proved that, each maximal ideal hi of A with ML ̂  {0} is Aj-closed.

Furthermore, A = M ft) M1. Assuming that. A* is dense in A (with respect to

inner product norm) we show that A is a unitary algebra, and therefore the

inner product can be determined by a trace. Wo present these results in Section

2. In Section .'} we establish several results concerning the completeness of A-,.

A necessary condition is investigated under which A? is incomplete. Precisely,

if A is u regular algebra and A is count ably infinite, then A-i is not a ililbert

space.

2 Inner Product Structure

Throughout this section A denotes a imital commutative seniisimple Frechel

(^-algebra which'is also separable, unless specified otherwise.

Theorem 2.1. There exists a probability measure /( on A which is positive

on non-empty open sets.

Proof, Since A is separable, it can be shown easily as in [1; ]). "1'2(jj that A

is separable. Let. {,/n} be a countable dense subset of A. Put ji = YlffLi "™ /̂,,i

where YL,, «•» = i. "n > 0, ".„ G R and ftj is the Dirac measure at / . Then //,

satisfies the desired condition of the theorem.

2

T h e o r e m 2.2. For each .•(:,// in A, define

f *U)
where the integral is taken over A. Then (•, •) is an inner product on A.

Proof. All we need to show is non-degeneracy, i.e., (j;,.r) = 0 implies that

x = 0. Suppose that (.r.x) = (I. Then

implies that ,}.(]') = (I for nhnost every / e A. We daini that x(f) = 0 for

all / G A. Assume to the contrary that .<•(/) ^ 0 for some / € A. Then

l\ — \ f g A : :r(/) --f 0) is nou-einpty. This is also open because the mapping

/ —» x(f) is continuous on A. Since )i. is positive by Theorem 2.1, it follows

that

tin obvious contradiction. Hence i{f) = 0 for all f £ A, i.e., i e 0 k<'r(/) =

rad/1. Since A is seinisiui])le, we get r. — 0.

Henceforth, we shall denote the norm derived from the inner product by

|| • ]|-j and the resultant inner product space by /!•_>.

T h o o r e m 2.'i. A, is a s(>mi-t.o[>oloj>;ical algebra.

Proof. We have to show that multiplication is separately continuous. If we

fix x in A, then for all y 6. A we have

ll-n/l!" = /|*(/)rJlw(/)l'J'W)

\v(f)\'MI) = rUfhWi ,



since j.r(/)| < r(:r) (cf. [3, Corollary 7.4, p. 74]. Hence multiplication is

separately continuous.

A straightforward computation yields the following result.

Corollary 2.4. Assume further that A is symmetric, then for each

x,y G A.

(2) [I-T'IIJ (i.e., involution is continuous);

(3) if x and y are self adjoint, then (x,y) is real.

We denote by L{A) the weakly closed algebra generated by the operators

Ux defined by Ux{y) — x.y, x G A. If, in addition, A1 is dense in A (with

respect to [| • H2), then Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 together with Theorem

2 in [5, p. 406] lead to the following result which says, in particular, that (lie

inner product on A can be obtained by a trace.

Theorem 2.5. Assume that A2 is dense in A (with respect to || • ||2). Then

A is a unitary algebra (see for the definition [5, p. 494]). Moreover, there

exists a unique trace 7" on L\A) such that

for all x,y € A.

It is well-known that in a topological algebra the closure of an ideal is also

an ideal. Furthermore, each maximal ideal is closed in a unital Q-algebra (see

for instance, [3, Theorem 6.1, p. 67]). We now want to show that each maximal

ideal M ol A is /^-closed as well. Here we note that, the topology generated
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by the inner product norm, denoted by vi is weaker than the original topology

r on A, since for each / € A(A) there exibts n € N such that \x[f)\ < pn{x)

for all x £ A. Hence

t= f\Hf)?dtiU)<P«(x) for all xeA.

Lemma 2.6. Assume further that A is a symmetric algebra, and / a non-

zero ideal in A. Then the orthogonal compleni lit IL of / is also an ideal.

Moreover, I1 ^ A.

Proof. Let a £ A. y e I1 and ,r e /. Then

<*•<»/> = fHfW)y(f)Mf)

(since A is symmetric)

because a'x 6 /- This implies that ay 6 I1 and hence I1 is an ideal.

To show that I1 ^ A we assume to the contrary. Consider any 0 / .r 6 /

and let e € I1. Then (xri.,e) = 0 since x*x 6 /. On the other hand,

0 = (x*x.,c) = (x,x) implies that x ~ 0. Tims we get u contradicifon. This

establishes our assertion.

The following theorem gives a decomposition of A.

Theorem 2.7. Let A be as in Lemma 2.6 and M a maximal ideal of A. If

ML ^ {0} then M is ,4rclosed. Moreover, A = hi ® M1.

Proof. Since ML ^ {0}, by the previous lemma ML± is a proper ideal
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which includes M. Hence, by the maximally of M we get that M = M11.

Thus M is Az-dased.

To prove the second part, let A'* = M + M1, Then Ar is an ideal since

M and Ml are both ideals of A. By assumption Mx ^ {0}, so that M is

properly contained in N. Hence by the maximality of M we conclude that

A = N. Thus .4= A/® M1 .

Corollary 2.8. If A is connected, then M1 — {0} for every maximal ideal

M of A.

The proof follows easily from Theorem 2.7.

3 Completeness Criterion for A2

We now establish some results concerning the completeness of A2. Let .4 be a

unital commutative semisiinple Predict Q-algebra. We have seen before that.

r2 is weaker than r.

Theorem 3.1. A-2 is a Hilbert space if and only if the topologies T2 and r

are equivalent.

Pino}. Obviously if the topologies T^ and r are equivalent, then A-, is a

Hilbert space since .4 is a Frechet space.

Conversely, assume that A2 is a Hilbert space. Consider the mapping

T : (A,T) -^ (A,T2) defined by Tx = x, for all x e A. Then T is linear and

continuous Furthermore, by the open mapping theorem T is open, and thus

T2 and T are equivalent.

Theorem 3.2. Let A be a unital commutative semisiinple Frechet Q-

algebra satisfying the C*-condition. Then J42 is a Hilbert space if and only if

A is finite dimensional.

Proof. Since A is a symmetric [2, Corollary 4.3, p. 20] and sernisimple [2,

Theorem 8.15, p. 44], A is full, i.e. A = C(A), where C(A) is endowed with the

compact open topology [4: Theorem 8.4]. Assume that A-i is a Hilbert space,

then A'i is reflexive. Further, since the two topologies v± and T are equivalent

by Theorem 3.1, A is reflexive as well. Hence C(A) is reflexive. But C(A) is

reflexive if and only if it is finite dimensional. To see this, let U be an open

set in A. Then the characteristic function xu E I°°(A) = C(A)** = C(A),

since C'(A) is reflexive. This implies that xf/'O) = U is closed and therefore

A is discrete. Thus A, being' also compact [3, Theorem 1.4. p. 187], must be

finite.

Corollary 3.3. Let A be as in Theorem 3.2. Then A2 is a Hilbert space, if

and only if A is finite.

Proof. Since by the preceding theorem C(A) is finite dimensional if and

only if A is finite, the result follows immediately.

Corollary 3.4. Let .4 be a commutative C*-algebra. Then A2 is a Hilbert

space if and only if A is finite dimensional.

Recall that a Frechet algebra A is said to be regular if for each / £ A and

a closed (weakly) subset T C A with / £ T. there exists an element, x 6 A

such chat x(j) = 1 and i{F) = 0 [3, Definition 2.1, p. 332].

We shall need the following result.

Lemma 3.5. Let A be a regular algebra and let {/] /„} be a finite



subset of A. Then there exists an element x £ A such that 'i(Jk) — 2 fc for

each A: = 1, 2 , . . . , n.

Proof, since /I is regular, there exists an element yk e A such that ijk(Jk) =

1 and ykiUj^kfj) - ()- Taking xk = 2~kyk we get, i ^ / * ) = 2""* and hence

x — £JjLj J* satisfies the required condition.

Theorem 3.6. Let ^ be a unital commutative semisimple Frechet Q-

algebra. If A is regular and A is countably infinite, then At is not complete.

Proof. Let A = {/lr . . . , / „ , . . . } and let A7 be complete, i.e., a Hilbert

space. Since A is regular, by the preceding lemma for each positive integer n

there exists an rn € A such that inijk) — 2"* for each A: = l ,2 , . . . , ? i . We

claim that {x,,} is a Cauchy sequence. In fact,

= f \

< 4 £ > ( { / , H if Ti.m> A ' - l .

Note that the series ^ / / ({ / i}) converges since /; is a probability measure.

By our assumption A^ is a Hilbert. space, so there must exist an x in -4 such

that x.n —• x in /1 2 . It implies that x n ( / ) ~» x( / ) for all / € A, since the

Gelfand transform is continuous.

Now let fk G A, then xn(fk) = 2"fc for all J?, > Ar. It implies that £„{/*) -»

2"fc, and hence it follows that f n ( / t ) -+ 2~k for all A;. Since x(A) — a(x)

[3, Theorem 7.3, p. 75-76], we get a{x) = {2"* : A: = 1, 2 , . . . , n,...} which

S

is obviously not compact. But A being a Q-algebra this is not possible [3,

Proposition 4.2, p. 60]. This establishes the theorem.

We shall need the following result whose proof is straightforward.

Lemma 3.7. Let {/ , , . . . , /„} be a finite subcollection of A. Then there

exists an x € A such that i ( / , ) = rr,, where {a,} is an arbitrary collection of

not necessarily distinct complex numbers.

If A2 is a Hilbert space, then as shown above, T-I and r are equivalent so

that the dual spaces of A2 and A are identical. Fix / g A, then the mapping

x —> ,rA(/) is a continuous linear functional since the Gelfand transform is a

continuous function. Thus by the Riesz representation theorem then? exi.sts a

vector j/f in A such that £ ( / ) = (x.y/) for all x € A.

Theorem 3,8. Assume that A2 is a Hilbert space. Then

(ii) The set of vectors {yj} is linearly independent;

(iii) If X is the subspace spanned by the vectors {;//}, then X = A (with

respect to || • [|2).

Proof, (i) Since A separates points of A. yj, = j / / 2 => i ( / i ) = ^(/a) for all

z in X which is not possible if f\ ^ f?.

(ii) Let {j//L} be a finite subcollection of {j//} and suppose that 5T"=1 a,j/_f. =

0. Then {x, ̂ = 1 o ^ ) = 0 for all x e A. It implies that E H , "^.r, ;<//,) = 0,

or £?=! »i^(/i) = f f° r a ' { i £ ^ By Lemma 3.7, there exists an x € A such

that i ( / j ) = Qj for all i = 1,2, ...n. Using this i in the last equation we
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get ££_, \(k* 2 = 0= which implies that a, = 0 for all i. Thus {y}} is linearly

independent.

(iii) Since A2 is a Hilbert space, it suffices to show that XL = {0}. Let

x £ X1, then (x,?/,) = 0 for all / € A. Therefore i ( / ) = 0 for all / € A.

Hence a; £ 0/eA ker/ = radA Since A is semisimple, we get x = 0.

Corol lary 3.9. If /lj is a Hilbort s]>ace, then

(i) card A < dimA;

(ii) if A is countably infinite, A is isoniorphically homeomoiphic to (!'2.

Proof (i) This follows immediately from Theorem 3.8.

(ii) It is well-known that every infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space

is isoniorphically homromorphic to f,2.
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